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Product Features 

 

 

Focused piano practice experience 

· The latest silent system technology brings you a focused learning experience, and allows you to practice 

playing piano anytime and anywhere! 

· Dual channel audio output allows you to enjoy music vividly！ 

 

More perfect touch when you play 

· We use the most accurate photoelectric acquisition device and the most sensitive electronic scanning system 

· You can feel the perfect 128-level touch response and will feel like playing a traditional piano! 

 

A richer selection of timbre 

· You can easily switch through 129 timbres using the knob, and the timbre samples of instrumental music are 

all performance-level! 

· Meanwhile, we also provide recording, pitch-shifting, metronome and other thoughtful assisted learning 

functions! 

 
More intelligent learning channel 

· You can easily realize the intelligent interactive upgrade and transformation of piano 

· Turn on Bluetooth to access abundant piano learning apps 

· Brings you a scientific and efficient teaching and learning experience! 
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Part Names and Functions 

 

 

1. Front/Bottom 

 

 

 
 

 

① Power Button: it's used to turn on/off the power. 
 

② Function Selection Knob/Button: from the home screen, short press the timbre knob to enter the function 

options and it will display the functions and parameters to be set. Short press this button again to switch to the 

next function option, and rotate the timbre knob to modify current function parameters. See the menu for 

detailed functions. 
 

③ Stereo Headphone Jack: it’s used to connect headphones. 
 

④ Stereo Headphone Jack: it’s used to connect headphones. 

Note: in order to prevent hearing damage, do not raise the volume too high when using the headphones 

⑤ Record Button: start recording 

⑥ Play Button: start playing 

⑦ Volume Control Knob/Button: rotate to control output volume. Press the volume knob under the function 

setting interface to quickly exit function setting and enter home screen. 
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2. Back 
 

 

 
① USB MIDI: music editor cable’s input interface 

 

② MIDI OUT: output musical instrument’s data (MIDI messages) 
 

③ AUX OUT: in addition to amplifying the input signal, it also has the function of outputting signals. It can be 

connected to other devices. 
 

④ KEY: keyboard cable interface 
 

⑤ PEDAL: pedal cable interface 

⑥ DC 12V: the output direct current is 12V and the output voltage is 12V 

 

 

 

 

3. Silent System Lever 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

There are two ways to turn on the silent system: 

① Move the silent system lever to the open position to manually 

turn it on 

② Step on the soft pedal to turn on the silent system 
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Connection Methods 

 

 

1. AUX-OUT Cable Connection 

· Connect to stereo audio amplifier 

· Play by connecting to stereo audio amplifier 

 

2. USB MIDI/MIDI OUT Connects to Music Hardware Devices 

· You can connect to hardware devices by using the USB MIDI or MIDI OUT interface. You can connect to 

Android, iOS tablet devices, and music production devices 

Note: after connecting to USB-MIDI, USB icon will be displayed on the screen to indicate that USB is connected 

 

3. KEY/PEDAL is Connected to Sensor Signals 

· You can connect to BOLAN interactive silent system signal equipment through KEY/PEDAL interface to 

receive the data signals of keyboard and pedal 

 

4. Connect to the Power Cord 

· After completing the required connection, insert the power plug into the household power outlet (AC110-

240V, 50/60HZ) 

 

5. Bluetooth Connection 

· Connect BOLAN to iOS tablet device via audio Bluetooth 

· iOS tablet devices need to download and install the APP "Bluetooth Assistant” 

· Search the BOLAN Bluetooth signal through “Bluetooth Assistant". After connection, you can utilize piano 

education APPs. 

· After successful connection, the BOLAN control box's screen displays the "Bluetooth” icon 

 

6. Supported Connection Types 

· Bluetooth: iOS device 

· Cable: iOS device, Android device 
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Uses and Operations 

 

 

1. Basic Operations 

1.1 Turn on the Power 

· After connecting all the parts according to the connection diagram, long press the power button at the bottom 

of the control box to start the machine. It first shows "Loading......", then shows the boot screen, and finally 

enters the main interface of timbre name (or touch response animation display) 

1.2 Turn off the Power 

· Long press the power button at the bottom of the control box to turn off the power 
 

2. Timbre Usage 

Timbre Selection 

· Timbre is selected using the left knob, and there are 129 timbre samples in the system. See timbre list for 

details. 

· If the knob is rotated clockwise, the timbre’s serial number will increase. Counterclockwise rotation decreases 

the timbre’s serial number. 

(The timbre information displayed on the screen is the name and serial number of the current timbre.) 

Note: in the main interface, press the volume knob to quickly return to No. 1 timbre (if current timbre isn’t NO. 1) 

 

3. Metronome Settings 

3.1 Metronome’s Switch 

· Press the left knob to switch to metronome’s switch function (default setting is OFF) 

· Clockwise rotation can turn on the metronome (ON) 

· Counterclockwise rotation can turn off the metronome (OFF) (metronome switch information indication is 

displayed in the upper right corner of the screen) 

Note: in the main interface, short press the volume knob to quickly turn on or off the metronome and display the icon on the 

screen 

 

3.2 Metronome’s Volume 

· Press the left knob to switch to the metronome’s volume function and the volume range is 0-100 (default 

setting is 60) 

· Clockwise rotation turns up metronome’s volume 

· Counterclockwise rotation turns down metronome’s volume (The metronome volume information displayed 

on the screen is the current metronome’s volume.) 
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3.3 Metronome’s Velocity 

· Press the left knob to switch to the metronome’s velocity function and the velocity range is 30-200 (default 

setting is 90) 

· Clockwise rotation increases the metronome’s velocity 

· Counterclockwise rotation decreases the metronome’s velocity (The metronome velocity information 

displayed on the screen is the current metronome’s velocity.) 
 

3.3. Metronome's Type 

· Press the left knob to switch to the metronome’s type function. The type range is 1-9 (default setting is 4) 

· Clockwise rotation increases the serial number of the metronome’s type 

· Counterclockwise rotation decreases the serial number of the metronome’s type (The metronome type 

information displayed on the screen is the current metronome’s type.) 
 

4. Pitch-shift 
 

· Press the left knob to switch to the pitch-shift function. 1-12 semitones are used as the units for pitch-shifting 

(default setting is 0) 

· Rotate the knob to change the original tone, and shift the pitch up or down in semitones 

· Clockwise rotation increases the number of shifted semitones 

· Counterclockwise rotation decreases the number of shifted semitones (The pitch-shift information displayed 

on the screen is the current pitch-shift type.) 
 

5. Playing Demo Songs 

· Press the left knob to switch to the function of playing demo songs. Demo songs range is 1-5 (default setting 

is OFF) 

· Clockwise rotation turns on the function of playing demo songs and increases the catalog number of demo 

songs 

· Counterclockwise rotation turns off the function of playing demo songs and decreases the catalog number of 

demo songs 

(The demo song information displayed on the screen is the demo song currently playing.) 
 

6. Touch Response Settings 

6.1 Touch Response Type 

· Press the left knob to switch to touch response type function and the touch response types are OFF-3 (default 

setting is 2) 

· Clockwise rotation turns on the touch response type function and increases the serial number of touch 

response type 

· Counterclockwise rotation turns off the touch response type function and decreases the serial number of touch 

response type 

(The touch response type information displayed on the screen is the current touch response type.) 
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6.2 Touch Response Animation 

· Press the left knob to switch to touch response animation function. ON/OFF (default setting is ON) 

· After the function is enabled, the BOLAN screen follows your touch response, velocity and position in real 

time to show you the animation 

· Clockwise rotation turns on the touch response animation function 

· Counterclockwise rotation turns off the touch response animation function (The touch response animation 

information displayed on the screen is the current touch response animation’s on/off information.) 
 

7. Sound Effect Type 
 

· Press the left knob to switch to the effect type function (default setting is OFF) 

· Effect type: OFF-3 (OFF: standard; 1: pop; 2: classical; 3: jazz) 

· Clockwise rotation turns on the effect type function and increases the serial number of the effect type 

· Counterclockwise rotation turns off the effect type function and decreases the serial number of the effect type 

(The effect type information displayed on the screen is the current effect type.) 

8. Timed Shutdown 

· Press the left knob to switch to the timed shutdown function. 30min/60min/90min (default setting is 30min) 

· Clockwise rotation turns on the timed shutdown function and increases the time set for turning off the control 

box. 

· Counterclockwise rotation turns off the timed shutdown function and decreases the time set for turning off the 

control box. 

(The timed shutdown information displayed on the screen is the currently set timed shutdown time.) 
 

9. System Language 

· Press the left knob to switch to the system language selection function. 中文(Chinese)/English (default setting 

is English) 

· Clockwise rotation allows you to choose English as system language 

· Counterclockwise rotation allows you to choose 中文 (Chinese) as system language (The system language 

information displayed on the screen is the currently set system language.) 
 

10. Pedal Switch 

· Press the left knob to switch to the pedal switch function. ON/OFF (default setting is ON) 

· Clockwise rotation turns on the pedal switch function 

· Counterclockwise rotation turns off the pedal switch function (The pedal switch information displayed on the 

screen is the current set pedal status.) 
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11. Reset Parameters 

· Press the left knob to switch to the parameter reset function (default setting is NO) 

· Clockwise rotation allows you to reset parameters and restore factory settings 

Note: resetting parameters will restore all the parameters to default value, and also delete the recording data 
 

12. Audio Recording 

12.1 Start Recording 

· Press the "record" button, the screen will display “REC”, and the system will start to collect and input 

performance signal data from the keyboard, pedal and other devices. When the recording is full, it will 

automatically stop recording and display “FULL”. 

12.2 Stop Recording 

· Press the "record" button, the "REC” icon on the screen will disappear, and the system will stop collecting and 

inputting performance signal data from keyboard, pedal and other devices. 

12.3 Play Recording 

· Press the "play" button. The screen will show "NULL" if there is no file. If it shows "PLAY”, the current 

audio file will play. Press the “play” button again to stop playing and it shows it's cleared. 

Note: you can connect to USB MIDI to export recorded audio files 
 

13. Volume Settings 

· In any condition, the volume knob can be used to set the current main volume and the volume range shown on 

the screen is 0-100 
 

14. Intelligent Interaction 

· Connect the tablet device to BOLAN through Bluetooth connection or cable connection, then you can open 

the APP to interact intelligently with BOLAN, and enjoy the intelligent learning experience brought by 

access to a massive collection of education APPs 

15. Silent System 

15.1 Turn on the Silent Device 

· Manually turn on the silent device or step on the soft pedal to turn on the silent system 

15.2 Plug in Headphones 

· Provide stereo dual channel headphone jack. You can enjoy a private music experience with headphones on. 
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Prompts 
 

1. Prompts 

1.1 I hope I can practice playing the piano at home anytime 

Once you turn on the silent system, you won't have to worry about being interrupted or having the sound of 

the piano affect other people. Instead, you will have a new personalized music experience that is focused 

and harmonious. It makes your practice time and space so free that it’s like you have your own music studio! 

1.2 I hope to continue learning at my own learning pace and ability 

Turn on BOLAN to unlock your personalized music learning experience. Time adults spend on learning 

music is not fixed. Practice time is fragmented. It takes a lot of energy to rush between the piano shop and 

the practice location on a regular basis. Therefore, it can be difficult to persist and achieve results in the long 

run. Now, you  just need to turn on the tablet and choose the learning software suitable for you, and you can 

learn at your own pace, anytime and anywhere. You have the initiative of learning in your own hands! 

1.3 I hope the piano can not only be used by myself at home, but also bring fun to my family 

When my parents are at home, I always hope that they can find their own interest in the music world. What 

makes people excited is that now more and more applications can help them easily participate in a musical 

life. Turn on the BOLAN intelligent interaction system, and they can entertain themselves at home with 

music. Now my piano has become the family's music salon! 

1.4 I hope to have a training partner and instructor anytime and anywhere 

When kids practice piano at home, their parents always want do something to help them learn better. Before 

BOLAN was produced, we could only choose to take kids to sign up for a training course at an institution, 

or ask teachers to practice with kids at home, which is a double consumption of money and energy. Now 

kids just need to open the accompanying training apps on the tablet, and then they will be able to 

independently complete the exercises after class and see the results of their practice, and their learning 

consciousness will also be enhanced! 

1.5 I hope to improve the teaching competitiveness of our institution and the learning quality of our 

students 

Turn on the silent system so that teachers can focus on teaching and students can focus on learning. In the 

traditional piano training institutions, The distance between each piano room is small, the sound insulation 

is often poor, and the sound interferes with each other. The teaching environment is difficult to meet the 

teaching needs. Now with the silent system, teachers and students are no longer disturbed by external sounds. 

Students can focus on learning while teachers can focus on teaching. This way, the teaching environment 

and learning quality are both greatly improved. 

1.6 I hope my intelligent piano can be continuously upgraded and grow along with me  

I believe you must be full of innovative spirit and willing to continuously improve your ability. And we are 

just like you. We are constantly seeking better methods in the music technology field to meet users' music 

learning needs and enable more people to freely participate in music. BOLAN believes that technology 

brings music closer to life and we will grow with you. 
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2、Malfunction Diagnosis 

 
Malfunction Diagnosis 

Symptoms Reasons and Solutions 

There is noise when power is turned 

on or off 

This is a normal phenomenon. Please don’t be concerned. 

 

The piano is silent when you are 

playing 

1. Check if the main volume is too low or turned off, and then check whether the 

headphone jack is connected 

2. Check if the keyboard is connected properly, and check if the touch response is too 

weak 

 

There are noises when you are 

playing 

1. Please check whether the headphone or the output line is firmly connected 

2. This can happen if a mobile phone (or other wireless device) is used nearby. You can 

turn off the mobile phone or keep it away from the control box to avoid this. 

Metronome is on but no sound Please check whether the metronome volume is too low or off in the function setting 

The pitch is not correct when the 

note is pressed 
Please make sure the current pitch of this control box is set to 0 

Computers, phones or tablets don't 

recognize the USB when they are 

connected to it 

No additional drivers need to be installed for the control box. If USB is not recognized, 

check if the USB cable connection is solid, or try to connect to another device 

 

Phones or tablets don't recognize 

the Bluetooth when they are 

connected to it 

This Bluetooth is a standard Bluetooth MIDI device, which can only be connected via 

the app of Bluetooth MIDI standard. There's no other way to pair them 

 

Pedal doesn't work 
1. Please check whether the pedal connection cable is connected and reliable 

2. Please check whether the pedal switch in the function setting is turned on 

 

The control box will shut down 

after a period of standby time 

Under normal circumstances, the control box is equipped with an automatic shutdown 

function. It will automatically shut down after a period of standby time. You can turn off 

the timed shutdown feature in the function settings menu. 
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3. Warranty and Repair 

3.1 Warranty 

3.1.1 Warranty is provided to this product 

· The warranty should be provided by the store. Be sure to check the "store name and purchase date" and so on. 

Please read the content carefully, and store it properly 

3.1.2 Warranty Period 

· The warranty period is 2 years from the date of purchase 

3.1.3 Repair within the Warranty Period 

· We will provide the repair according to the terms and conditions stated on the warranty card. Please refer to 

the detailed information on the warranty card 

Note: please note that if no warranty card is provided, the repair fee will be charged 

3.1.4 Repair after the Warranty Expires 

· If it is repairable, we will provide paid repair according to your requirement 

· Please contact the dealer of the store where you purchased the product 

3.2 When a repair is requested 

3.2.1 Before a repair is requested 

· Please read "Malfunction Diagnosis" in the user instruction. 

· Please read the user instruction and check the product interface connection 

3.2.2 When a repair is requested 

· Please contact the dealer of the store where you purchased the product. If repairs must be requested, it is 

recommended that the packing materials be retained 

3.3 The following information is required when requesting repairs 

· Your name, address and contact information 

· Product name, located on the cover of the product manual 

· Serial number, located on the back of the product and the warranty card 

· A detailed description of problems and abnormal phenomena 

3.4 Customer Personal Information 

· Please be sure to know in advance that we will copy the warranty, including the information provided by 

the customer, and this can be used for follow-up maintenance activities and safety monitoring activities 

after repair during the warranty period 

· Product warranty is not intended to limit a customer's legal rights to the warranty distributor (i.e., the 

guarantor) and other businesses 
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Appendix 
 

1. Precautions for Use 

Please read this instruction manual carefully before using this product. Please be sure to keep all user files 

for future reference and follow the instructions below to avoid serious injury caused by electric shock, fire 

caused by short circuit or other damages 

1.1 Smoking, odor, overheating 

When using the BOLAN intelligent piano interaction system, if there is smoke, odor or overheating, 

continued use may lead to fire and electric shock risk. In the case of the above, the following actions 

should be performed immediately: 

① Turn off the Power 

② If you are using an AC power adapter for power supply, unplug it from the power outlet 

③ Please contact the dealer of the store where you purchased the product 

1.2 AC power adapter 

Improper use of AC power adapters may cause fire and electric shock. The following must be observed: 

① You must use the special AC power adapter designated by this product 

② You must only use the AC power supply whose output voltage is within the rated voltage range of the power 

adapter 

③ Do not overload the power outlet and extension cord 

Improper handling of the power cord of the AC power adapter may result in damage or rupture, which may 

cause fire and electric shock. The following precautions must be observed: 

①  Do not place heavy objects on the power cord or heat the power cord 

②  Do not try to transform the power cord or make it too curved 

③  Do not twist or pull the power cord 

④  If the power cord or plug is damaged, please contact the dealer of the store where you purchased the product 

1.3 Do not touch the AC power adapter with wet hands, or it may cause electric shock 

① Please use AC power adapter where it cannot get wet. Water can cause fire and electric shock 

② Do not place liquid filled bottles or any other containers on or near the AC power adapter. Water can cause 

fire and electric shock 

1.4 Do not burn this product 

Do not burn the product, otherwise it can cause an explosion, fire and personal injury 

1.5 Water and foreign matter 

Water, other liquids and foreign objects (metal pieces, etc.) entering the system may cause fire and electric  
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shock. When the above situation occurs, the following actions should be performed immediately: 

① Turn off the Power 

② If you are using an AC power adapter for power supply, unplug it from the power outlet 

③ Please contact the dealer of the store where you purchased the product 

1.6 It is forbidden to disassemble and transform the product without permission 

Do not disassemble or modify the product without permission in any form, otherwise it may cause electric 

shock, injury or other personal injury. For internal inspection, commissioning and maintenance, please 

contact the dealer of the store where you purchased the product 

1.7 Product’s plastic bag 

Do not let anyone put the plastic bag of this product on their head or in their mouth, otherwise it may cause 

asphyxiation 

1.8 AC power adapter 

Improper use of AC power adapters may cause fire and electric shock. The following precautions must be 

observed: 

① Do not put the power cord near the furnace or other heat sources 

② Do not pull the power cord when unplugging from the outlet (always hold the plug when pulling) 

③ Must insert the plug all the way in to the bottom of the power outlet 

④ In case of thunderstorm or long-term non-use, the power should be turned off and power adapter should be 

unplugged 

⑤ Check the power adapter and check if the power adapter is in good contact with the outlet, and remove dust 

from the prongs of the plug at least once a year 

1.9 Piano’s movement after BOLAN Interactive silent system is installed 

Before moving the piano, it is necessary to unplug the power adapter from the power outlet, and unplug the 

corresponding cables and cords, otherwise it may cause electric shock, injury and other personal injury. After 

moving or disassembling, please check whether all the cables of the BOLAN intelligent piano interaction 

system are connected properly, etc., to ensure that they can be used normally 

1.10 Product interfaces 

The interface of this product can only connect to the designated equipment and devices. Do not connect to 

non-designated equipment and devices without permission. Otherwise, it may cause system failure, fire 

and electric shock 

1.11 Volume Settings 

Please adjust the output volume to prevent possible hearing fatigue and damage before using the silent piano 

system headphones 
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2. Product Specifications 

 

 
 

BOLAN Interactive Silent System - Specification Table 

Item Parameter 

Keyboard 88 key touch response keyboard 

Pedals 2 pedals (sustain pedal and soft-pedal) 

Audio source French DREAM audio sources 

Number of polyphony 64 

Timbre 
129 

 

 
Main operations 

Timbre Selection 

Recording and stop recording the keys 

Adjust main volume 

Keys touch response display 

Function settings 

 

 

 

 

 
Function settings 

Metronome’s Switch 

Metronome’s Volume 

Metronome’s Velocity 

Metronome's Type 

Pitch-shift 

Playing Demo Songs 

Touch Response Type 

Touch Response Animation 

Sound Effect Type 

Timed Shutdown 

System Language 

Pedal Switch 

Reset Parameters 

 

 
 

Interfaces 

BILU MIDI 

MIDI OUT 

USB MIDI 

Two stereo headphone jacks, standard 3.5mm socket 

One auxiliary stereo output, standard 6.5mm socket 

Keyboard and pedal interfaces 

DC12V power interface 
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3. Timbre List 

 

 
 

Timbre List 

NO. Chinese 

Name 

English 

Name 

NO. Chinese 

Name 

English 

Name 

NO. Chinese 

Name 

English 

Name 

1 
原声大钢琴 GrandPno 30 

过载吉他 Ovrdrive 59 
大号 Tuba 

2 
明亮钢琴 BritePno 31 

失真吉他 DistGtr 60 
弱音小号 MuteTrp 

3 电子大钢琴 E.Grand 
32 

吉他泛音 GtrHarmo 61 
圆号 FrHorn 

4 
酒吧钢琴 HnkyTonk 33 

原声贝司 AcoBass 62 
铜管合奏 Brass 

5 
电钢琴 E.Piano 34 

指弹贝司 FngrBass 63 
合成铜管 SynBrass 

6 电钢琴2 E.Piano2 
35 

拨片贝司 PickBass 64 
合成铜管2 SynBrass2 

7 
拨弦古钢琴 Harpsi 36 

无品贝司 Fretless 65 
高音萨克斯 SprnSax 

8 
击弦古钢琴 Clavi 37 

击弦贝司 SlapBass 66 
次高音萨克斯 AltoSax 

9 
钢片琴 Celesta 38 

击弦贝司2 SlapBass2 67 
次中音萨克斯 TenorSax 

10 
钟琴 Glocken 39 

合成贝司 SynBass 68 
低音萨克斯 BariSax 

11 
八音盒 MusicBox 40 

合成贝司2 SynBass2 69 
双簧管 Oboe 

12 
颤音琴 Vibra 41 

小提琴 Violin 70 
英国管 EngHorn 

13 
马林巴 Marimba 42 

中提琴 Viola 
71 巴松管 Bassoon 

14 
木琴 Xylophon 43 

大提琴 Cello 72 
单簧管 Clarinet 

15 
管钟 TubulBel 44 

低音提琴 Contrabs 73 
短笛 Piccolo 

16 
德西马琴 Dulcimer 45 

颤音弦乐 TremStr 74 
长笛 Flute 

17 手摇风琴 DrawOrgn 46 拨弦弦乐 PizzStr 75 竖笛 Recorder 

18 
打击风琴 PercOrgn 47 

竖琴 Harp 76 
排箫 PanFlute 

19 摇滚风琴 RockOrgn 48 定音鼓 Timpani 77 吹瓶 Bottle 

20 
教堂风琴 ChurOrgn 49 

弦乐合奏 Strings 78 
尺八 Shakhchi 

21 
簧管风琴 ReedOrgn 50 

弦乐合奏2 Strings2 79 
口哨 Whistle 

22 
手风琴 Acordion 51 

合成弦乐 SynStrs 80 
奥卡里那埙 Ocarina 

23 
口琴 Harmnica 52 

合成弦乐2 SynStrs2 81 
方波主奏 SquareLd 

24 
探戈手风琴 TangoAcd 53 

啊”声合唱 ChorAah 82 
锯齿波主奏 SawLead 

25 
尼龙吉他 NylonGtr 54 

欧”声合唱 VoiceOoh 83 
女神主奏 CaliopLd 

26 
钢弦吉他 SteelGtr 55 

合成人声 SynVoice 84 
啼鸟主奏 ChiffLd 

27 爵士吉他 JazzGtr 56 流行管弦乐 OrchHit 85 波兰主奏 CharanLd 

28 
清音吉他 CleanGtr 57 

小号 Trumpet 86 
人声主奏 VoiceLd 

29 
闷音吉他 MutedGtr 58 

长号 Trombone 87 
五度主奏 FifthsLd 
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Timbre List 

NO. Chinese 

Name 

English 

Name 

NO. Chinese 

Name 

English 

Name 

NO. Chinese 

Name 

English 

Name 

88 
贝司主奏 BassLead 102 

小精灵 Goblins 116 
木鱼 WoodBlok 

89 
新世纪垫 NewAge 103 

回响声 Echoes 
117 日本鼓 TaikoDrm 

90 音色垫 WarmPad 
104 

宇宙音 Sci-Fi 
118 旋律通鼓 MeloTom 

91 
复音合成垫 PolySyn 

105 西塔尔 Sitar 119 
合成鼓 SynDrum 

92 
合唱垫 ChoirPad 

106 班卓琴 Banjo 
120 

反向吊镲 RevCymbl 

93 弓形垫 BowedPad 107 
三味线 Shamisen 121 吉他滑品声 FretNoiz 

94 
金属垫 MetalPad 

108 日本古筝 Koto 
122 呼吸 BrthNoiz 

95 
环形垫 HaloPad 109 

卡林巴 Kalimba 123 海涛声 Seashore 

96 
据擦垫 SweepPad 110 

风笛 BagPipe 
124 鸟鸣 Tweet 

97 
雨声 FXRain 111 

费得乐提琴 Fiddle 
125 电话声 Telphone 

98 
电影音乐 Soundtrk 112 

山奈琴 Shanai 126 
直升机 Helicptr 

99 
水晶 Crystal 

113 清脆铃 TnklBell 127 喝彩 Applause 

100 
大气 Atmosphr 114 

阿果果 Agogo 
128 枪声 Gunshot 

101 
明亮 Bright 

115 钢鼓 SteelDrm 129 
标准鼓组 StandSet 
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4. Warranty Card 
 

           

 

 

Customer Name           (Mr. / Ms.) 
Contact Number      
Customer Address      
Product Model      
Serial Number      
Date of Purchase      
Store Address      
Store Contact Number     

 

 

 

Customer Name                    (Mr. / Ms.) 
Contact Number      
Customer Address      
Product Model      
Serial Number      
Date of Purchase      
Store Address      
Store Contact Number     

 
First Maintenance Record    
Maintenance Agent’s Name    
Time Sent to Repair    
Failure Condition    
Failure Cause    
Failure Handling Situation    
Proof of Return & Exchange    
Time of Delivering and Inspection    
Original Serial Number    
New Serial Number    
Signature of Maintenance Personnel    
Seal of Maintenance Agent    

Second Maintenance Record    
Maintenance Agent’s Name    
Time Sent to Repair    
Failure Condition    
Failure Cause    
Failure Handling Situation    
Proof of Return & Exchange    
Time of Delivering and Inspection    
Original Serial Number    
New Serial Number    
Signature of Maintenance Personnel    
Seal of Maintenance Agent    

 

Warranty Regulations 

1. Under the condition of normal use of the product according to the requirements of the product manual within the 

warranty period, the product performance failure caused by non-human damage may be entitled to a two-year 

warranty period from the date of sale of the product. 

2. When requesting the warranty, please be sure to hold the product and the warranty card to contact the dealer who 

purchased the product. 

Non-warranty Regulations 

The following circumstances (including but not limited to) are not included in the scope of the "three guarantees" 

services:  

1. Having no "three guarantees" voucher or exceeding the validity period of the "three guarantees" service; 

2. Damage caused by fire, flood, lightning and other force majeure; 

3. Damage caused by failure to use, maintain and keep the product according to the instruction; 

4. Damage caused by disrepair by a non-BOLAN authorized service provider; 

5. Normal decolorization, wear and tear and consumption during use. 

BOLAN Interactive Silent  System     

 Three Guarantees Voucher 

Customer Copy 
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BOLAN Interactive Silent System  

Three Guarantees Voucher  

Dealer Copy 


